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Abstract

Over the years, proof-number search has successfully
been applied to many game domains. Only recently,
the combination of Monte-Carlo sampling and proof-
number search was introduced. This proof-number
enhancement applies Monte-Carlo sampling to ini-
tialize proof numbers. This article outlines Monte-
Carlo Proof-Number Search and presents two refine-
ments to the algorithm: (1) novel tuning of standard
parameters, and (2) static pattern evaluation. Ex-
periments yield that (1) tuning of parameters can
lead to better results than recorded previously, and
(2) static patterns are difficult to apply directly. Fu-
ture work will focus on examining how Monte-Carlo
sampling can be carried over to depth-first proof-
number search.

1 Introduction

Proof-number search (PNS, [2]) is a tree-search algo-
rithm for finding binary goals, i.e., goals which can
either be reached (yielding a proof) or not reached
(yielding a disproof).

Monte-Carlo Proof-Number Search (MCPNS, [12])
is a variation of PNS. It was able to double the speed
required for proving goals compared to PNS. Yet
several questions remained open. This article will
investigate two of these previously unanswered ques-
tions: (1) Can further tuning of standard parame-

ters speed up MCPNS? (2) Do small patterns suffice
to represent domain knowledge (for the game of Go)
such that their application speeds up the proof pro-
cedure?

The structure of this article is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides an outline of PNS and MCPNS. Sec-
tion 3 describes two extensions to MCPNS (1) tuning
standard parameters, and (2) implementing pattern
knowledge. Two small experiments are documented,
one for testing each extension. The results of the ex-
periments are discussed and evaluated in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes by summarizing this work and
giving an outlook on future research.

2 PNS and MCPNS

The PNS algorithm performs search on AND-OR
trees. This characteristic renders PNS an attrac-
tive choice for the two-player combinatorial games
domain.

The improvements suggested to extend standard
PNS can be divided into two categories. The first
category contains procedural and implementational
refinements. These yield speed gains by systemati-
cally introducing hash-tables and minimizing the cost
of tree traversal (e.g., df-pn by [10], or PN* by [13]).
The second category contains heuristic extensions of
PNS (e.g., [14], [15], [7]). Such extensions may help
ordering branches to reach the proof or disproof by
fewer node expansions.
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The MCPNS variation is an instance of a heuristic
move-ordering extension for PNS. It applies Monte-
Carlo sampling (MCS, [1]) as follows. Random se-
quences of moves are launched for each heuristic
evaluation to estimate the minimal number of moves
required to prove or disprove a goal. This num-
ber then serves as heuristic evaluation for newly ex-
panded nodes.

2.1 Proof-Number Search

PNS is a best-first search algorithm for proving or
disproving binary goals in AND-OR trees. For OR-
level nodes, proving one successor node is sufficient
to prove the goal. For proving AND-level nodes, all
successor nodes must be proved. For disproving OR-
or AND-level nodes the corresponding reverse holds.
PNS ’s best-first heuristic is defined as follows: ex-
pand first the node that promises to require the least
number of further node expansions to prove or dis-
prove the goal.

A proof number (pn) and a disproof number (dn)
are introduced for each node M. They keep record
of the most promising node in the whole search tree.
Following the heuristic above, pn is the number of
nodes which are at least required to prove the goal
at M. Analogously, dn is the number of nodes which
are at least required to disprove the goal starting at
M. We denote the corresponding pn and dn for some
node X by pn(X) and dn(X) if required by the con-
text.

The PNS algorithm has two stages which are re-
peated during the search. In the first stage, PNS
descends from the root node to a leaf node with low-
est pn or dn. The numbers pn and dn do not in-
crease along the path. In OR nodes, the branch with
smallest pn is chosen for descending. In AND nodes
the branch with smallest dn is selected. When a leaf
node L with smallest value is found, L is expanded.
The values of the newly expanded children are set
as follows: pn = 0 and dn = ∞ in case the goal is
proved, pn = ∞ and dn = 0 in case the goal is dis-
proved, pn = 1 and dn = 1 otherwise. According to
the number of its children pn(L) and dn(L) are set.
The second stage tracks back from the leaf node to
the root node. Starting at L, pn and dn are adjusted

for all predecessors following the path back up to the
root node.

The repetition of this cycle terminates when
pn(root) = 0 or pn(root) = ∞. In the first case,
the goal is proved as no further node requires to be
expanded. In the second case, a disproof is reached
because an infinite number of expansions would be
required to prove the goal.

PNS produces the correct solution but requires
maintenance of a large search tree.

2.2 Monte-Carlo Proof-Number
Search

The basis for MCPNS is MCS which applies a sim-
ple principle. Random actions gain an evaluation for
a given state S under investigation. In combinato-
rial games, the board configuration constitutes such
a state. A random action here consists of a random
sequence of legal moves. Each sequence is evaluated,
e.g., by scoring the end position of a sequence. The
value of S is a statistical aggregate of all random se-
quence values. The mean of the scores of all random
sequences is an example for such an aggregate.

MCPNS launches N random sequences with a fixed
length la (i.e., the number of moves) from the leaf
node X to be evaluated. The statistical evaluation
performed is a ratio. It takes into account the num-
ber of sequences yielding a proof (N+) for setting
the value of dn. It takes into account the number of
sequences not yielding a proof (N−) for setting the
value of pn. It may seem paradoxical that counting
fewer sequences proving the goal corresponds to the
value of a greater proof number. The underlying ra-
tionale is that the proof number represents the mini-
mal number of nodes which require expanding. Thus,
a smaller proof number represents better chances of
reaching the goal soon.

More formally the heuristic is hpn(X) = N−+1
N and

hdn(X) = (N++1)
N .

3 Extending MCPNS

As shown in [12], MCPNS can double the speed of
the search process for Life-and-Death problems in the



Go domain by reducing the number of visited nodes
to a quarter compared to standard PNS. This Sec-
tion proposes two means for extending MCPNS. Both
means target at increasing the speed of MCPNS even
further.

Sub-section 3.1 describes tuning of parameters be-
yond the previously documented scope, sub-section
3.2 outlines how to apply domain knowledge by small
patterns.

3.1 Tuning Standard Parameters

In previous research [12], the authors tested the im-
pact of several parameters on MCPNS. It was found
that the speed of MCPNS is controlled mainly by
two parameters, namely: (1) the number N of ran-
dom sequences played at each evaluation, and (2) the
sequence length la (cf. Section 2.2). The ranges of
the parameters which were tested are N ∈ 3, 5, 10, 20
and la ∈ 3, 5, 10. Within these boundaries, the solver
was found to perform fastest with smallest N and
largest la yielding an increase of speed by a factor of
2 in comparison with standard PNS.

This result proposes that small N and large la are
a good choice for speeding up the algorithm but it
leaves unanswered which parameter setting provides
for an optimal speed performance. The number of
sequences N cannot grow arbitrarily small without
impeding the search speed at some point, because it
is bounded by N = 0 (representing the stage at which
no evaluation takes place). Similarly, la must be limi-
ted by an upper bound for achieving less run time,
because playing longer sequences requires additional
evaluation time.

It is not so much of interest to record the strongly
domain-dependent parameter setting of the described
parameters per se but it is of interest to utilize an
optimal parameter setting for estimating the algo-
rithm’s maximal speed enhancement.

Thus motivated, a parameter tuning was con-
ducted with N ∈ [1, 4] and la ∈ [8, 25] measuring the
speed and the number of expanded search tree nodes
for this work. The algorithm was tested on a set of
30 Tsume Go problems as described in [12].

The optimal setting was found to be N = 4 and
la = 25 yielding a 16% increase of speed (on each

test case on average) compared to the best previously
found setting. Omitting small statistical noise, a sin-
gle rule characterizes the outcome in dependence of
the two parameters within the tested limits. The rule
is: the exploration effort is proportional to the time
gain. Parameter settings with N = 4 produced the
fastest results. The bigger the choice of la the faster
the algorithm.

3.2 Implementing Pattern Knowledge

A common principle of extending heuristic search
is the exploitation of domain-specific knowledge.
This Section investigates an instance of combining
domain-specific knowledge in the form of patterns
with MCPNS.

Patterns are a standard means for representing
knowledge in the test domain of computer Go (e.g.,
[9], [3], [4]). A pattern in computer Go is a config-
uration of intersections. High-level representations
contain features additional to the colouring of the in-
tersections. Two examples are tactical information
on connectivity and Life-and-Death status. The sizes
of patterns vary considerably depending on the appli-
cation’s purpose. Large-scaled patterns are employed
for openings, while tactical analysis is often guided
by smaller patterns. Patterns can be hand-tuned or
auto-generated ([3], [6], [16], [5]).

The patterns applied in the small experiment de-
scribed in this Section are auto-generated 3× 3 pat-
terns. They offer the advantage of low pattern-
matching costs. This characteristic is a precondition
to any application of MCS as required by MCPNS
because it must be feasible to match each pattern for
each move in each random sequence. The patterns
are generated by statistical ranking in self play as de-
scribed in [5]. Each of the 6,561 patterns is assigned
with a numerical value representing the desirability of
the move in the pattern’s centre. The patterns do not
account for information on the edge of the Go board.
They were generated for the whole game and are not
specifically tailored to Life-and-Death problems.

The patterns are employed to alter the probability
distribution of the moves selected for the random se-
quence. Pure MCPNS plays randomly distributed
legal moves in each random sequence implying a uni-



form distribution of the probability for selecting a
move. This uniform distribution is altered by match-
ing the patterns. Whenever a move is played in a
random sequence on an intersection I, the pattern
values of the effected intersections in the vicinity of
I are updated. The neighbours’ new pattern values
are set according to the matching patterns. The pro-
bability to play at a neighbour is proportional to its
pattern value. Thus, moves evaluated well by the
patterns are more likely to be played than moves less
promisingly assessed by the patterns.

In a small experiment for this work, the suggested
patterns are found to slow down the proof procedure
overall slightly by about 3%. In more detail, a third
of the test problems are solved slightly faster with
patterns than without while the majority is solved
slightly slower. A positive effect of the procedure can
be seen in a decrease in node expansions of about 6%
on average per test case. This effect is small com-
pared to the reduction of node expansions by 75%
which MCPNS achieves on PNS.

4 Discussion

The results described in the previous Section indicate
that parameter tuning can improve MCPNS beyond
previously documented limits while the straight for-
ward pattern application does not yield an increase
in efficiency.

The outcome of the tuning within the space of pa-
rameters that was open for investigation suggests two
conclusions. Firstly, MCPNS yields better results
with more frequent and deeper sampling given the
constraints of the domain found in previous experi-
ments. Secondly, the speed can still be improved by
another 16% (on average per test case) in addition to
the highest previously found speed.

The principal reason for the pattern matcher’s dis-
appointing performance is the negative trade-off be-
tween the time invested in pattern matching and
the time gained by cutting off nodes. This nega-
tive trade-off in turn could be produced by different
causes. Two candidates seem particularly likely: (1)
too expansive pattern matching, and (2) too static
evaluation. Too expansive pattern matching costs

could be countered by training patterns specifically
for Tsume-Go problems and by only matching the
most promising patterns. A too static evaluation con-
stitues a principle problem. Patterns alter the pro-
bability distribution of random moves statically, i.e.,
the evaluation is subject to an inherent static bias
which is not altered in the cause of developing the
game tree. In situations requiring untypical moves,
the pattern matcher will suggest to play wrong moves
(namely those which are typically good), because it
does not take into account the search history or any
other information derived from the search process.
This effect must be expected to impact our choice of
patterns particularly strongly because the patterns
are very small and thus untypical moves will occur
frequently. A mechanism for detecting untypical se-
quences might change this unwanted effect and render
matching more dynamical.

5 Conclusions and Future Re-
search

This contribution has provided an overview of the
working of MCPNS. It has proposed and examined
two means of extending the algorithm: (1) tuning
of standard parameters, and (2) inclusion of pattern
knowledge. We found experimentally that tuning
could further increase MCPNS’s speed slightly be-
yond what had previously been documented result-
ing in an overall reduction of the time cost to 42%
of the time cost of PNS on the test set. The pat-
tern approach chosen for the current work so far did
not lead to an increase in the algorithm’s efficiency.
We therefore may tentatively conclude that simple
pattern matching does not seem to be sufficient to
increase the speed of MCPNS. It may be character-
ized as possible reason that that pattern matching is
too slow and too static.

The next research steps will elaborate on three
points: (1) comparing the results with existing work
on initialization in PNS, (2) assessing the possibility
of improving the use of patterns, and (3) applying
MCS to df-pn.

Ad (1). [11] proposes an enhancement of df-pn (df-



pn+) including heuristic initialization of proof and
disproof numbers and reports that the number of
nodes visited is thereby reduced by a factor of 1/6 in
Othello endgames. [8] showed that the total time and
the number of nodes expanded are reduced by a factor
of 1/2 by using heuristic initialization in Tsume-Go
problems. While the first of these two contributions
is difficult to compare with this work because it is ap-
plied in a different domain, the second work described
by [8] seems somewhat comparable. However, the
test sets are different. Future work needs to account
for a direct comparison of the different methods and
describe if and how the two approaches mentioned
can be combined with the current framework.

Ad (2). To improve the pattern approach, we sug-
gest to reduce the number of patterns by a selection
mechanism and to elaborate on a less static evalu-
ation.

Ad (3). In practical applications, PNS is usu-
ally subject to time constraints and thus replaced
by faster variations. The arguably most prominent
representative of practical PNS variations is df-pn
proposed by [10]. This variation offers two advan-
tages. Firstly, it reduces the memory cost by apply-
ing depth-first search (but it requires a large hash
table). Secondly, it reduces the time cost by avoiding
unnecessary traversals. As described above, MCPNS
uses heuristic knowledge to initialize the proof num-
bers and achieves a reduction of node expansions.
Because both MCPNS and df-pn differ without in-
terfering, they can be combined easily. Future work
will therefore investigate the integration of MCS and
df-pn and address the research question: What is the
speed gain of MCS in df-pn compared to the speed
gain of MCS in MCPNS?
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